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(57) ABSTRACT

An aircraft comprising a body and a plurality of disks

rotatably coupled to the body. The disks may be configured

to (i) rotate in the same or different directions, (ii) rotate at

similar and/or different speeds, and (iii) provide lift and/or

stability to flight of the aircraft.

21 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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ARIAL DISK

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to winged aircraft generally

and, more particularly, to an arial disk.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In order for conventional winged aircraft to stay in flight,

airspeed and altitude must be maintained. Significant air-

speed is needed to generate the lift required to maintain

altitude. When airspeed is insufficient to generate lift, the

aircraft will lose altitude. The loss of altitude can result in a

crash. Since the aircraft operator is often attempting to

maintain or increase airspeed in the time immediately pro-
15

ceeding a crash, significant damage to the aircraft and injury

and/or loss of life usually result. Conventional attempts to

reduce the airspeed were required to provide lift by design

techniques such as short, wide wings that can result in low

efficiency aircraft. The conventional solutions do not sig-

nificantly reduce crash damage.

Additionally, conventional winged aircraft can only

develop lift when flying rapidly in a forward direction. As a

result, conventional winged aircraft have limited maneuver-

ability for avoiding a collision. 25

It would be desirable to have a method and/or apparatus

for winged aircraft that would (i) provide lift without

forward motion, (ii) aid maneuverability, and/or (iii) detect

when airspeed and/or other conditions are insufficient to

maintain flight and provide a safe mode for landing. 30

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention concerns an aircraft comprising a

body, a number of air foils, and a plurality of disks. The disks

may be rotatably coupled to the body and configured to (i) 35

rotate in the same and/or different directions, (ii) rotate at

similar and/or different speeds. The air foils may be config-

ured to provide lift and control in a first mode and the disks

are configured to provide lift and/or stability to the aircraft

in a second mode. 40

Objects, features and advantages of the present invention

include providing an arial disk that may (i) provide stable

flight, (ii) detect when a crash is imminent, (iii) have a

controlled descent during loss of power or airspeed, (iv)

reduce aircraft damage due to crash, (v) reduce occupant 4:’

injury and/or loss of life due to crash, (vi) provide improved

maneuverability, (vii) be implemented in commercial,

personal, and/or military aircraft, (viii) be implemented as a

toy aircraft, and/or (ix) be economical.
50

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other objects, features and advantages of the

present invention will be apparent from the following

detailed description and the appended claims and drawings

in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a partial cutaway front

view of a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a top view of the present

invention; and 60

FIGS. 3a and 3b are diagrams illustrating top views of

alternative embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

02)

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, an aircraft 100 illustrating a

preferred embodiment of the present invention is shown. In

159 B1
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one example, the aircraft 100 may comprise a body 102, a

disk 104, a disk 106, a disk 108, and a crash detection

apparatus 110. The aircraft 100 may be implemented as an

arial disk. In one example, the aircraft 100 may be imple-

mented as a compound aircraft (e.g., a winged and disk

aircraft). The disks 104, 106 and 108 may be rotatably

coupled to the body 102. The disk 104 may form, in one

implementation, an upper surface of the body 102. The disk

106 may be implemented as an annular ring having an upper

and a lower surface that are substantially parallel with an

upper and a lower surface of the body 102. The body 102

may be centrally disposed within the annular ring formed by

the disk 106. The disk 108 may form, in one example, a

lower surface of the body 102. In one example, the arial disk

100 may be implemented having a discus shape. The sur-

faces of the body 102 and the disks 104, 106 and 108 may
be configured to provide aerodynamic lift. The aerodynamic

lift may be enhanced by rotating the disks 104, 106 and 108.

The disks 104, 106, and 108 may, alone or in combination,

rotate and/or remain stationary relative to the body 102. In

one example, one or more of the disks 104, 106, and 108

may rotate in the same or opposite directions relative to the

body 102. Each of the disks 104, 106, and 108 may rotate at

a speed similar to or different from another of the disks. The
shape and/or rotation of the disks 104, 106, and 108 may be

configured to provide lift to the aircraft 100 in accordance

with the Bernoulli effect, the Coanda effect, and/or other

aerodynamic principles.

The rotation of the disks 104, 106, and 108 may be

configured to provide gyroscopic processional forces to the

aircraft 100. The direction and/or speed of the rotation of the

disks 104, 106, and 108 may control torque reaction of the

aircraft 100. In one example, the direction and/or speed of

rotation of the disks 104 and/or 108 may counteract the

torque reaction of the aircraft 100 to rotation of the disk 106.

The direction and/or speed of the rotation of the disks 104,

106, and 108 may provide improved lift, stability, and/or

maneuverability to the aircraft 100 when compared to con-

ventional aircraft.

The body 102 may comprise, in one example, a fuselage

120, a tail section 122, a pair of wings 124n and 1246, a

connector section 126, a lower section 128, a plurality of

bearings 130fl-130«, one or more annular bearing rings

132<7-132/>, and one or more seal rings 134n-134n.

The tail section 122 and the wings 124n and 1246 may be

connected to an upper surface of the fuselage 120. The tail

section 122 and the wings 124a and 1246 are generally

oriented horizontally on the fuselage 120 in a t-shaped

configuration. However, the wings 124n and 124b may be

swept back accordingly to meet the design criteria of a

particular application. The improved lift provided by the

disks 104, 106, and 108 may permit the wings 124fl and

1246 to be swept back further than in conventional winged

aircraft design. When the wings 124n and 1246 are swept

back, the aircraft 100 may have reduced drag and/or

improved economy.

The improved lift and control provided by the disks 104,

106 and 108 may permit the aircraft 100 to be implemented

with the wings 124n and 1246 having a low maximum
fore-aft width to wingspan ratio (e.g., the leading edge and

the trailing edge of the wings 124a and 1246 may be more

nearly parallel than in conventional aircraft). In one

example, the maximum fore-aft width to wingspan ratio for

the wings 124n-1246 may be 0 .065 . However, modifications

of the maximum fore-aft width to wingspan ratio for the

wings 124n-1246, such as in a range of 0.02 to 0.10 may be
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implemented to meet the design criteria of a particular

application. When the wings 124a and 124b are imple-

mented with a low maximum fore-aft width to wingspan

ratio, the aircraft 100 may have reduced draft and/or

improved economy.

The connector section 126 may be oriented vertically. In

one example, the connector section 126 may be cylindrically

shaped. The connector section 126 may be located at the

center of the body 102. The connector section 126 may be

configured to rigidly interconnect the fuselage 120 to the

lower section 128. In another example, the body 102 may be

implemented with the fuselage 120, the connector section

126. and the lower section 128 as a one-piece structure. The

body 102 may be implemented having a dumbbell shape.

In one example, the plurality of bearings 130(7-130(2 may
be positioned between the disks 104, 106, and 108 and the

body 102. The bearings 130(7-130(7 are generally located in

bearing races formed at interfacing surfaces of the body 102

and the disks 104, 106 and 108. The bearings 130(7-130(2

may provide friction reduction, constraint and/or support at

the interfacing surfaces between the body 102 and the disks

104, 106, and 108. The bearings 130(7-130(2 may be imple-

mented as ball bearings. However, any suitable type of

bearing (e.g., roller, needle, tapered, etc.) may be imple-

mented accordingly to meet the design criteria of a particular

application.

The annular bearing ring 132a may be positioned in

grooves formed in the lower surface of the fuselage 120 and

the upper surface of the disk 106. The annular bearing ring

132b may be positioned in grooves formed in the lower

surface of the disk 106 and an upper surface of the lower

section 128. In one example, the annular bearing rings 132a

and 132b may be implemented as dual caged ball bearings.

However, any suitable type of bearings may be implemented

accordingly to meet the design criteria of a particular

application. The annular bearing rings 132a and 132b may
provide friction reduction, constraint, and/or support at the

interfacing surfaces between the body 102 and the disk 106.

In another example, the aircraft 100 may be implemented

without the annular bearing rings 132a and 132b.

In one example, the body 102 may be implemented with

three seal rings 134a-134c. The seal rings 134a-134c may
be implemented at the periphery of the interfaces between

the body 102 and the disks 104 and 106. The seal ring 134a

may be mounted on the upper surface of the fuselage 120.

The seal ring 134b may be mounted on a lower surface of the

fuselage 120. The seal ring 134c may be mounted on the

upper surface of the lower section 128. In one example, the

seal rings 134a-134c may be implemented as dynamic lip

seals. However, any suitable seal design and mounting may
be implemented accordingly to meet the design criteria of a

particular application. The seal rings 134(7
-134c may

enhance the aerodynamics of the aircraft 100.

The fuselage 120 may comprise a cockpit area 140, a

passenger/cargo area 142, one or more engines 144(7-144(2

and one or more fuel tanks 146(7-146(2. In one example, two

engines 144(7 and 144b may be mounted to the upper surface

of the fuselage 120 and two engines 144c and 144d may be

mounted to a lower surface of the lower section 128. In one

example, one or more fuel tanks 146n-146/-tmay be posi-

tioned internal to the fuselage 120 and adjacent to the

engines 144(7 and 144b. The cockpit area 140 is generally

located on the upper surface of the fuselage 120 opposite the

tail section 122. In one example, the passenger/cargo area

142 may be configured to carry a plurality of passengers

and/or cargo. A plurality of windows in the cockpit area 140

4
and the passenger/cargo area 142 may provide viewing for

the aircraft 100 flight crew and/or passengers. The engines

144(7-144n may be oriented substantially longitudinally on

the upper surface of the fuselage 120 and the lower surface

5 of the lower section 128 to provide thrust along a horizontal

axis of the aircraft 100. In one example, the engines

144n-l44« may be turbojet engines. However, any suitable

engine type (e.g., turboprop, etc.) may be implemented

accordingly to meet the design criteria of a particular

application. In one example, the fuselage 120 may be

substantially disk shaped. However, other shapes may be

implemented accordingly to meet the design criteria of a

particular application.

The tail section 122 may comprise, in one example, a

1S
rudder 150, a rear wing 152, and one or more elevators 154(7

and 154b. The rudder 150 is generally oriented vertically.

The rudder 150 may be configured to rotate about a vertical

axis. The rudder 150 may be configured to provide steering

control to the aircraft 100. The rear wing 152 may be

oriented horizontally. The elevators 154(7 and 154b may be

coupled to a rear edge of the rear wing 152. The elevators

154(7 and 154b may be configured to rotate in a vertical arc.

The elevators 154(7 and 154b may be configured to provide

steering and/or ascent/descent control to the aircraft 100.

25
The wings 124(7 and 124b may comprise, in one example,

a plurality of ailerons 160(7—16077. In one example, the wings

124n and 124b may comprise four ailerons 160(7-160(1. The

ailerons 160(7 and 160b may be coupled to a rear edge of the

wing 124n and the ailerons 160c and 160rf may be coupled

30
to a rear edge of the wing 124b. The ailerons 160(7-160(1

may be configured to rotate in a vertical arc. The ailerons

1 60(7-160d may be configured to provide steering and/or

ascent/descent control.

The connector 126 may comprise one or more nested

35 shaft segments 170(7-170(7 and a bolt 172. In one example,

the connector 126 may comprise five nested shaft segments

170(7-170e. The shaft segments 170(7, 170c, and 170e may
be coupled to the disks 104, 106, and 108, respectively, to

provide forces to rotate the disks 104, 106, and 108. The

40 segment 170c may be configured, in one example, to provide

additional support to the interconnection between the fuse-

lage 120 and the lower section 128. The disks 104, 106, and

108 may rotate about an axis at the center of the connector

126. The bearings 130(7-130(7 may be positioned at the

45 connector 126 to provide support, alignment, and/or friction

reduction at the interfaces between the shaft segments

170(7-170e and the body 102 and the disks 104, 106, and

108. In one example, the bolt 172 may be implemented to

connect the disk 104 to the shaft segment 170(7. However,

50 any suitable connection may be implemented accordingly in

order to meet the design criteria of a particular application.

The lower section 128 may, in one example, comprise

engines 144c-144d, fuel tanks 146c-146rf, a motor 180,

gearing/coupling apparatus 182(7-182b, and a plurality of

55 landing gear assemblies 184(7-184(7. In one example, the

lower section 128 may comprise three landing gear assem-

blies 184(7
-184c. The engines 144c and 144d. may be

implemented on the lower surface of the lower section 128

similarly to the engines 144(7 and 144b. The fuel tanks 146c

60 and 146d may be implemented internal to the lower section

128 adjacent to the engines 144c and 144d, respectively,

similarly to the fuel tanks 146(7 and 146b. In one example,

the lower section 128 may be substantially disk shaped.

However, other suitable shapes may be implemented to meet

65 the design criteria of a particular application.

The motor 180 may be located internally to the lower

section 128. The motor 180 may be coupled directly or
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through the gearing/coupling apparatus 182(7-182b to the

disks 104, 106 and/or 108, and/or the shaft segments

170n-170c. The gearing/coupling apparatus 182(/-182b

may be implemented as mechanical, electrical, magnetic,

hydraulic, viscous, or other gearing/coupling accordingly in

order to meet the design criteria of a particular application.

In one example, the motor 180 may be implemented as an

internal combustion engine. However, the engine 180 may
be implemented as any suitable apparatus to provide rota-

tional force (e.g., hydraulic pump/motor, electric motor, etc.)

accordingly to meet the design criteria of a particular

application. When the engine 180 is implemented as an

electric motor, backup power (e.g., battery power, etc.) may
be provided to ensure that the aircraft 100 may maintain

flight and/or land safely when primary power is lost. In

another example, the aircraft 100 may be implemented

without the engine 180 and power may be transferred from

one or more of the engines 144.

The landing gear assemblies 184n-184c may be located at

substantially equal intervals on a lower surface of the lower

section 128. However, the spacing of the landing gear

assemblies 184n-184c may be selected to provide balance

and support to the aircraft 100 when the aircraft 100 is on a

landing area. The landing gear assemblies 184a-184c may
be retractable into the lower section 128. The landing gear

assemblies 184n-184c may be located on the lower section

128 such that the disk 108 may rotate when the landing gear

assemblies 184a-184c are either extended or retracted.

The disk 104 is generally domed shaped. The disk 104

may be oriented, in one example, with an upper convex

surface and a substantially flat lower surface adjacent to the

upper surface of the fuselage 120. The disk 104 may be

hollow. In one example, the disk 104 may be filled with one

or more lighter than air gasses (e.g., helium, etc.). The
lighter than air gas contained within the disk 104 may
provide lift to the aircraft 100. In alternative examples, the

disk 104 may be filled with air, one or more inert gasses

(e.g., nitrogen, argon, etc.), and/or a light weight foam. The

disk 104 may provide a crush zone and/or a cushioning

effect for reduced damage in the event of a crash. The disk

104 may provide buoyancy in the event the aircraft 100

lands on water.

The disk 106 is generally an external disk that has a

periphery external to the fuselage 120 and the lower section

128. The disk 106 may comprise a plurality of chambers

190(7-190/1, a plurality of scoops 200/7-200/1, a plurality of

scoops 202(7-202/1, and a plurality of scallops 204/7-204/1.

The chambers 190/7-190/1 may be formed by outer walls of

the disk 106 and one or more supports/bulkheads

2 1 0(7-2 1 On. The chambers 190(7—190/1 may be filled with

one or more lighter than air gasses (e.g., helium, etc.).

The scoops 200(7-200/1 may be located radially near an

outboard edge on the upper surface of the disk 106. The

scoops 200(7-200/1 may be shaped to provide greater lift than

provided by a substantially smooth surface. The scoops

202a-202n may be located radially near the outboard edge

on the lower surface of the disk 106. The scoops 202a-202n

may be shaped to provide greater lift than provided by a

substantially smooth surface. In one example, the scoops

200(7-200/1 and/or the scoops 202(7-202/1 may be circular. In

another example, the scoops 200/7-200/1 and/or the scoops

202a-202n may have an oval shaped cross-section.

However, any suitable shape may be implemented accord-

ingly to meet the design criteria of a particular application.

In one example, the scoops 200/7-200/1 and the scoops

202/7-202/1 may communicate to form a plurality of ducts.

The ducts may be formed between combinations of the

scoops 200rt-200« and/or the scoops 202(7-202/1.

6

The scallops 204(7-204/1 may be located radially near the

outboard edge on the lower surface of the disk 106. The

scallops 204(7-204n may be shaped to provide greater lift

than provided by a substantially smooth surface. In one

5 example, the scallops 204(7-204/1 may be tear-drop shaped

with a larger end positioned at the periphery of the disk 106.

In another example, the scallops 204(7-204/1 may be

approximately sinusoidal wave shaped. However, any suit-

able shape may be implemented accordingly to meet the

to design criteria of a particular application. In one example,

the scallops 204(7-204/1 may be configured to interact with

the scoops 200(7-200/1 and/or the scoops 202(7-202/1 to

provide additional lift.

The disk 108 may be implemented similarly to the disk

I5 104. The disk 104 may be oriented, in one example, with a

lower convex surface and a substantially flat upper surface

adjacent to the lower surface of the lower section 128. The

disk 108 may provide a crush zone and/or a cushioning

effect when the aircraft 100 crashes in an upright position.

20 In one example, the disk 108 may be optional.

In one example, the crash detection apparatus 110 may be

implemented as a manual control located in the cockpit area

140 that may be activated by the aircraft 100 flight crew

(e.g., pilot, copilot, etc). In another example,, the crash
25

detection apparatus 110 may be implemented as an auto-

matic readout and/or control from suitable sensors (e.g.,

accelerometers, airspeed indicators, radar, sonar, etc.) imple-

mented in the aircraft 100 accordingly to meet the design

criteria of a particular application and/or computational
30

devices interacting with the sensors. The automatic crash

detection apparatus 110 may alert the flight crew to condi-

tions that may result in a crash. The crash detection appa-

ratus 110 may be configured to control rotation of the disks

104, 106, and/or 108. The rotation of the disks 104, 106,
35

and/or 108 may enhance the stability, enhance the control,

and provide lift to the aircraft 100. The rotation of the disks

104, 106, and/or 108 may be controlled to allow the aircraft

100 to hover, reduce the rate of descent, and/or provide a soft

landing.

During an example operation, the aircraft 100 may be

flown as a conventional winged aircraft. The disks 104, 106,

and 108 may be stationary. When not rotating, the shape of

the body 102, and the disks 104, 106, and 108 may provide

4
_ greater lift than conventional winged aircraft. In another

example operation, the disks 104, 106, and/or 108 may be

rotated to provide control, stability, and/or lift during various

flight conditions (e.g., normal flight, turbulence, wind shear,

etc.). The body 102 is generally stationary relative to the

_

0
disks 104, 106, and 108. The disks 104, 106, and/or 108 may
be rotated to provide control, stability, and/or lift during

takeoff and/or landing. The aircraft 100 may require less

runway length than a conventional winged aircraft.

In an example operation, when the crash detection appa-

55 ratus 110 detects an imminent crash, the disks 104, 106,

and/or 108 may be controlled to (i) start rotating, (ii) stop

rotating, (iii) increase/decrease rotational speed, and/or (iv)

change the direction of rotation in order to achieve a

controlled descent. In one example, the controlled descent

60 may comprise reduced airspeed, stabilized flight (e.g.,

reduction of roll, pitch, yaw, etc.), gradual descent, and/or

soft landing.

Referring to FIG. 3a, a diagram illustrating a top view of

an alternative embodiment of the aircraft 100 is shown. In

65 one example, the aircraft 100' may comprise a pair of wings
124(7' and 124b'. The wings 124(7' and 124b' may be imple-

mented similarly to the wings 124(7 and 124b. However, in
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one example, the wings 124n' and 124b' may be imple- 4. The aircraft according to claim 3, wherein said annular

mented having a partially swept back leading edge and a ring shaped disk further comprises a plurality of scoops

maximum fore-aft width to wingspan ratio of 0.15 (e.g., the configured to provide lift.

wings 124a' and 124b' may be partial delta wings). However, 5. The aircraft according to claim 4, wherein said plurality

modifications of the maximum fore-aft width to wingspan

ratio for the wings 124n' and 124b', such as in a range of 0. 10

to 0.20 may be implemented to meet the design criteria of a

particular application. The partial delta wings 124a' and

124ft
1 may cooperate with the shape of the aircraft 100!

and/or the rotation of the disks 104, 106 and 108 to provide

improved stability, control and/or lift to the aircraft 100'.

Referring to FIG. 3 ft, a diagram illustrating a top view of

another alternative embodiment of the aircraft 100 is shown.

In one example, the aircraft 100" may comprise a pair of

wings 124a" and 124b". The wings 124a" and 124b" may be

implemented similarly to the wings 124a and 124b.

However, in one example, the wings 124a" and 124b" may
be implemented having a swept back leading edge and a

maximum fore-aft width to wingspan ratio of 0.22 (e.g., the

wings 124a" and 124b" may be delta wings). However,

modifications of the maximum fore-aft width to wingspan

ratio for the wings 124a" and 124b", such as in a range of

0.20 or higher may be implemented to meet the design

criteria of a particular application. The delta wings 124a"

and 124b" may cooperate with the shape of the aircraft 100"

and/or the rotation of the disks 104, 106 and 108 to provide

further improved stability, control and/or lift to the aircraft

100".

In other alternative embodiments of the aircraft 100, a

fewer or greater number of disks may be implemented to

meet the design criteria of a particular application. However,

at least two disks are generally implemented. When imple-

mented with more than three disks, the aircraft 100 may
have further increased lift, maneuverability, and/or stability

when compared to conventional aircraft.

In one alternative example, the aircraft 100 may be

implemented as a disk aircraft (e.g., without the tail section

122 and the wings 124). In one embodiment, the aircraft 100

may be implemented as a toy. The toy implementation of the

aircraft 100 may be implemented similarly to the full size

aircraft 100 embodiments.

While the invention has been particularly shown and

described with reference to the preferred embodiments

thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that

various changes in form and details may be made without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. An aircraft comprising:

a body; and

a plurality of disks rotatably coupled to said body,

wherein said disks are configured to (a) (i) rotate in the

same direction in a first mode and (ii) in different

directions in a second mode and (b) provide lift and

stability to flight of said aircraft.

2. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said aircraft

further comprises a crash detection apparatus configured to

control descent of said aircraft when an imminent crash is

detected.

3. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said plurality

of disks comprise (i) a first dome shaped disk coupled to an

upper surface of said body, (ii) a second dome shaped disk

coupled invertedly to a lower surface of said body, and (iii)

an annular ring shaped disk, wherein said body is coupled

centrally within said annular ring shaped disk.

5 of scoops are located on an upper surface and a lower

surface of said annular ring shaped disk.

6. The aircraft according to claim 4, wherein two or more

of said plurality of scoops are configured to communicate to

form ducts configured to provide lift.

1
7. The aircraft according to claim 3, wherein said annular

ring shaped disk further comprises a plurality of scallops

located on a lower surface of said annular ring shaped disk

and said plurality of scallops are configured to provide lift.

|S
8. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said body

comprises a fuselage section configured to carry a plurality

of passengers and cargo, a lower section configured to house

landing gear, and a connector section configured to connect

said fuselage section to said lower section.

20 9. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said body

comprises a wing section having a plurality of ailerons and

a tail section having a rudder and one or more elevators.

10. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said disks

are configured to rotate at different speeds.

25 11. The aircraft according to claim 3, wherein said first

and second dome shaped disks are filled with light weight

foam.

12. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said aircraft

is substantially discus shaped.

jo 13. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said aircraft

further comprises a shaft section configured to transfer

rotational forces to said plurality of disks.

14. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said aircraft

comprises a plurality of bearings configured to provide

35 .support and reduce friction between said body and said

plurality disks.

15. The aircraft according to claim 14, wherein one or

more of said plurality of bearings is an annular ring bearing.

16. The aircraft according to claim 1, wherein said aircraft

40 comprises one or more engines configured to provide thrust.

17. A method of providing lift and stability to flight of an

aircraft comprising the steps of:

(A) coupling a plurality of rotatable disks to a body of said

aircraft; and

(B) rotating said disks (i) in the same direction in a first

mode and (ii) in different directions in a second mode.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein said

method further comprises the steps of:

_

Q
detecting when a crash of said aircraft is imminent; and

controlling descent of said aircraft.

19. An apparatus for providing lift and stability to flight

of an aircraft comprising:

(A) means for coupling a plurality of rotatable disks to a

55 body of said aircraft; and

(B) means for rotating said disks (i) in the same direction

in a first mode and (ii) in different directions in a second

mode.

20. The aircraft according to claim 10, wherein said crash

60 detection apparatus is configured to control direction and

speed of rotation of said plurality of disks.

21. The method according to claim 17, wherein step (B)

comprises rotating said disks at different speeds.


